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Adam

Status: Guest
From: 

Arlington, Va.
Age: 45

Gender: Male
Posts: 14

Twin Flame 

I met a girl years ago I believe is my twin flame, but haven't seen 
her for a long time. I'm wondering why I met her, why we're 
separated and what to do about it now. Also, any insights about 
past lives 
with her? 

Also see: 
http://twinsouls.community.everyone.net/community/scripts/
directory.pl 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/twin_souls/messages 
__________________ 
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07:28 PM

November 
06, 2002 
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old_crone
HipForums 
Supporter!

busybody
Status: 

Moderator
From: finger 
lakes region, 

NY
Age: 

Gender: 
Posts: 2504

Been there and still in love with the past. 

Hi Adam 

My heart aches when I am reminded of just how intense and 
lonely these feelings can be. Look in the personal Forums under 
"old crones place" page two the post by Dreamer titled (My New 
Wife and I) Its my answer called (When two hearts collide) You 
are really looking for. It will help in your understanding here as 
well. 

For me his name was Zeke. We all have that someone who 
mirror's who we are and what we feel. Its like they are the breath 
you breath. This happens for different reasons but with each 
reason there is also the thread that seemingly forever connects 
us. Looking for the answers often takes us inside our own 
memories, aura, and promises made in another time. For me it 
was the memory of our time as lovers and where no pain was a 
part of the ideal lives we had. We were teenagers and so in love 
and died without ever understanding what that ment. We made 
promises we could never keep and had no closure inside the life, 
the death, and the living moments. Thus this was carried much 
like a scar into this life and all we ever had was the memories and 
the times gone by. It was never ment to be more. Just the time 
and the awareness of the healing needed in each of us. 

For you in many ways it gets even more complicated. Within your 
aura and energy she is woven not only as a lover from the past, 
but a twin as well. You both shared many times and wonders and 
held the connections to each other as though there would never 
be any more then the two of you and what life could throw at 
you. The challange is though that when you both went through 
the the akashic records you both agreed the time apart would be 
as valid as what you had spent together. There are places in both 
your lives you need to go and experience without each other. In 
this you are offering each other the greater gift of love, balance, 
and a wholeness in completion of all that is. Take for instance I 
sit here read your question and see so many things around you 
not only from the past but from where you are now. This is a bit 
like your connection with her. A memory, a love, and an 
awareness that opens you into a better part of who you are. You 
are whole with her and in your question. Then I need to hit the 
reply button in order to share with you the truths and deeper 
meanings around you and what is so clear from this side. This is 
about you and her accepting the reponsibilty for your individual 
lives and moments and times needed apart. She needs to grow in 
ways she cannot without you and so do you. This is so hard to let 
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go of and understand the intensity that continues within your 
heart and soul. Ok so I have written my reply but until I hit 
submit I am still no closer to connecting with your question and 
need. With her she has not come to that place of hitting the 
submit button because her life is not about connecting with you 
at the moment and may not be in this life time. For you to 
embrace her choices in love you need to let her go as well as 
have the times you held her. There is truth and balance to her 
choices and path. To respect her path is to find you are more 
because you have known, love, and let love fly. It will make any 
connection you share in the future richer because you have grown 
and added a balance to the meaning of what life is. 

You were not meant to be forever as one but forever as two who 
had the right to choose where there paths would take them and 
bring them home again. Eternal and forever are as illusive as the 
memories we make and share with each other. It sometimes is 
just not to be this time. Then again it may just be a reminder that 
you are more for being able to love and give so deeply of your 
self and your intent. Through out life times we love many but 
until we accept these loves and choices as well as let them go, we 
are never fully prepared to embrace who we are. Sometimes with 
and or without the ones we love, and the memories that make us 
a better person, we find we have become more whole inside the 
balances of the lessons, and the experiences, that they have 
taught us to let go of. 

So having, letting go, remembering, and embraceing life in this 
loves are never really gone just parts of who we are, and who we 
are trying to become in the process of the understandings in and 
around us. Today Zeke is married, 5 or 6 kids, on welfare and an 
alcholic. Life holds all the meaning his choices have offered him. 
That is his path not mine. We are worlds apart. Zeke taught me 
something about love. He showed me that only as we love 
ourselves can we truly love those around us and in us enough to 
let them go and follow their path. In this we have loved with an 
open hand, and both of us are more for the choices we have 
made and the experiences that have allowed us to grow beyond 
and within ourselves. in this I submit
__________________
As Always 
Aireal 

Posted: 
08:42 AM
November 
07, 2002 
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Adam

Status: Guest
From: 

Arlington, Va.
Age: 45

Gender: Male
Posts: 14

reply 

Thanks, old_crone. BTW, I had the username Adam registered 
here already (1 year?). What's your opinions on twin souls? Does 
everyone have one or do old (advanced?) souls have the ability to 
split in two to form twin souls while others don't? Can there be 
more than one twin? Why do some twins meet in the physical 
world? Are more twins meeting on earth because of the Aquarian 
Age or New Age? I also read a couple places that since the 
population of the earth has increased so much that people tend to 
reincarnate faster and more people lead parallel lives (one soul in 
two or more bodies to accelerate incarnations). 
__________________ 

Posted: 
07:18 PM

November 
08, 2002 
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